Real People Reviews by Daniel M. East
Product: 3380 all-in-one
Manufacturer/Vendor/Developer: HP
MSRP: $699.00
Review date: June 11, 2004
PULL QUOTE: “Small offices will love the combination and simplicity.”

DESCRIPTION (What's it do? What's it got?): HP’s small office solution for fax, color
scanning and black laser/copier with all of the bells and most of the whistles. Enough RAM
and speed for nearly any office or home office.
MIN. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: OS 9.1x or later; OS X 10.1 or later; phone line for
fax and USB ready Mac.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS: Two things stand out for me with the 3380; first, the ease of
setup and use was nothing shy of plug in and go. In fact, before I even downloaded the
latest drivers and software, I was able to just print clean looking output right out of the box (a
nice testimony about OS X as well). Second, once the software was loaded up, HP's
director makes every function a snap to use. Whether using the Director or right from
Photoshop to scan or whatever, the 3380 does a fine job with nearly any output job.
LIKES : With 32 Mb RAM, performance is really great from this all-in-one. The copier is
really excellent with very good quality output from all resolutions. The fax is all HP with true
33.6 transmissions and 4 Mb RAM - both send and receive work exactly as they should.
The 24 bit scanning is color accurate within about 3% of yellow and red with green tones
appearing very accurate and saturation is spot on. In fact, scans of a variety of originals (old
photos, new photos, magazine covers and original sketches as well as text to OCR) were
clean and clear from edge to edge. The only mild distortion was in the upper right corner that
appeared to be from how the lid sat on the upper edge of a larger original.

DISLIKES : My only issues with the 3380 are that the printing from PDF, text docs and
web pages all produced a slightly top-heavy intensity on the text; however, after tapping
out the toner and recalibrating the printer, the issue was resolved. Also, like other HP
products, this is a large device that may overwhelm a desktop in a small home office, but is
ultimately going to take far less space than a scanner, office fax and copier if placed
separately.
HOW DOES THIS PRODUCT COMPARE? : The only thing really close to the 3380 is
the Brother 8840D at 599.00 and, while less costly, has PostScript Lev. 3, but only 32 Mb
of RAM (the 3380 maxes at 96 Mb). The 3380 offers more capacity and, in terms of ease
of use, HP wins out with user friendly features and operating costs.
WHO MIGHT ENJOY THIS PRODUCT? For those who need a stand-alone fax as well
as a black ink laser, this is a great option when you consider the features and costs. Small
offices will love the combination and simplicity.
TEST SYSTEM: Apple Titanium PowerBook G4 500 - 1 GB RAM - 10.3.4
FINAL THOUGHTS: Personally, I have mixed feelings about such combo devices;
however, I find them very effective for those specific situations where such a device is
needed. Given the cost of the individual items (scanner, black laser printer, copier, fax) vs.
this unit and its cost factors, HP delivers a competitive and good quality product with little to
complain about.
OVERALL RATING: 4 out of 5 stars VERY GOOD
For more information, visit: http://www.hp.com/
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